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SVAP - A POWERFUL TOOL FOR VlSUAL SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Tuoma.~ 1~lIkka and Olavi Vaittinen
Department ofPhysical Cbemistry, P.O. Box 13 (Meritnl1in1caþJ 1 C),
FIN-00014 University of HeIsinki, Fmland

SVAP (Spectra1Visua1Analysis Program) is a program developed for visual
high-resolution line specttum analysis. It speeds up tbe analysis by relieving the user
from the tedious task of entering wavenumbers and interpretations manually. Spectral
assigmnents can be done visually by comparing tbe calculated and the observed
spectra and clicking the corresponding lines with the mouse.
The program is suitable for any kind of high-resolution spectnun: any extemal
program can be used 10calculate the theoretical spectrum. In addition, spectta of linear
molecules can be assigned through Loomis-Wood p1ots.SVAP is able 10give W1limited
number of simultaneous views or simultaneous fits of the spectrum. All spectroscopic
parameters are editable and can be selected for refinement by a click of the mouse. 1be
colours of the lines selected for different bands etc. can be controned via the colour
editor. Unlimited magnification of the real spectrum is also available.
SVAP has been written 10be as general as possible using the Tk toolkit and
Tc11anguageand it is easily extensible. Changes can be loaded into the program
without restarting or recompilation.
SVAP runs on Unix systems and X-windows. 1bere are also several ways 10
run it on a PC.
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GROUP-MASTER
Program for Computation

of Group Character

Tables
Pavel Soldán. Ota Bludský
J. Heyrovský lnstitute

of Physical Chemistry

Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic
Dolejskova 3. 182 23 Prague 8
Czech Republic

A bottleneck of the applied group theory. in the case of a fil1ite group. is
the group character table. It may happen that the character table of the group
is not at disposal and the group is too complicated to compute the table by
hand. Thus. it was found useful to make a program which would compute the
group character tables automatically.
The aim of this poster is to present the program GROUP-MASTER.

The

program generates a group multiplication table from generating relations of
a finite group using the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeratioll algorithm.

It com-

putes a group character table from the group multiplication table. The program algorithm uses the theorem that characters of a finite group are eigenvalues of certain, generally Ilonsymmetrical matrices. An application of the
program is illustrated by several examples which are of interest in molecular
spectroscopy.
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Computer-Based Assignment
Vibration-Rotation

of

.Spectra

S. Urban and J. Behrend

J. Heyrovský Institute, Dolejskova 3, CZ-182 23 Prague 8. Czech RepublJc

A new system of computer progral11sfor improving and making faster the assignment of complex vibration-rotation
tions has been developed.

spectra with high quantities

A peaklist of the molecular spectrum

of possible transito be analyzed is

read and plotted to the screen as graphical pattern analogously to the well known

interactive Loomis-Wood program.
In the new system, a knowledge of the ground state vibrational energy levels is
assumed and this makes possible to carry out assignments of three branches simul-

taneously. The screen is split into three windows for the P, Q and R branches.
This new procedure

provides, in distinction

signments of individual
triples of transitions

lines to rotational

to the Loomis- Wood program, full asquantum

(P, Q, R) is simultaneously

numbers.

The assignment of

checked on the basis of combina-

tion difference principle.
As an example for the application of this program. an analysis of a NH3 Fourier
Transform spectrum between 3800 and 5600 cm-1 recorded in Paris (Laboratory
Guelachvili) is presented.

(;.

It is believed that the new system of programs developed

will be especially useful for very compiex and perturbed spectra.
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Extended Dunham Approach to
Analytic Calculation
of the
Rovibrational
Energy of Diatomic
Molecules
Marcin Molski
Department of Theoretical Chemistry, Faculty of Chemistry,
A. Mickiewicz University, PL 60-780 PoznaJÍ, Poland.
An attempt at including the centrifugal distortion effect in the semi-classi
Dunham approach to analytic calculation of the rotation-vibration energy
diatomic molecules is proposed. The method is applied to rigid, semi-rigid an
van der Waals molecules in various representations of the Bom-Oppenheim
potential expansions including the Dunham, Simons-Parr-Finlan and Coolidgl
James-Vemon functions. It is shown that the proposed approach
. reproduces the spectral data to within experimental errors even in tb
case of molecules for which a direct fit to the Dunham potential is uns~
tisfactory [1]-[3],
. affects the values of potential parameters which smoothly change and si
gnificant1y differ from those obtained in the conventional Dunham sche

. ensures a very wellconvergenceof the Dunham expansion.
[1] A. G. Maki, Wm. B. Olson and G. Thompson. J. Mol. Spectrosc. 14
257 (1990).
[2] R.-D. Urban, H. Birk, P. Polomsky and H. Jones. J. Chem. Phys. 9
2523 (1991).
[3] H. Birk and H. Jones, Chem. Phys. Lett. 181, 245 (1991).
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SOFr BODY MODEL OF A TRIA TOMlC
MOLECULES
J.Konarski, Faculty of Cbemistry,A.M1ckieiwic:z Uoiversity of POZD8D

-

Using the 50ft body model [1] [3] i.e. the model in which, due to specific choice of the
reference configuration, the overa1 Hamiltonian is given by the equation

where

8

= 80

+ wK

80 is for example the Darling-Dennison equation,
wK is 3D additiona1 energy introduced into the molecule considered
by its motion reJatively to the reference configuration,
interna1energy flow between internal degrees of freedom is discussed.
It is shown that due to defonnation of a molecule caused by its rotation a new form of
coupling between intema1 motions arise which leads to coupling between loca1 and nonnal
motions.
Dynamical coupling between vibrationl and rotationa1 motions is a1so discussed.

[1]I.Konarski, I.Mol.Structure 275,1 (1992)
[2] M.Molski, I.Konarski, Phys. Rev., A47, 711 (1993)
[3]I.Konarski, Iot. I.Quantum. Chem. 1994 in press.
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REDUCEDEFFECTIVE IlAMILTONIANFOR GLOBALTREATMEHT
OF ROVIBRATIONALENERGYLEVELS AND IHTEHSITIES
OF NITROUS OXIDE
J. -L. Teffo

Laboratolre
de
Phys1que
Moleculalre et Appllcatlons,
C.N.R.S., Unlverslte Plerre et Marle Curie, Boite 76,
4 Place Jussieu, 75252 Parls-cedex 05, France
V.I.Perevalov,

O.H.Lyulin

Institute of Atmospheric Optics,
Russian
Academy
of Sclences,
Siberian Branch,
1 Academlcheskll
av., 634055 Tomsk, Russla
It has been suggested to use an effectlve Hamiltonian and an
effecti ve dipole
moment
function
for global
treatment
of
rovlbrational
energy levels and line lntensities of a glven
isotopic species of N 2O. This Haml1tonian has been wrltten Up
to the fourth

contains all
approximate

order
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It has been found out that effective Hamiltonlan under
conslderation
posesses
ambiguities.
To
remove these
amblgulties the effective Hamiltonian has been transformed

to a reduced form. The relations between parameters of
transformed and untransformed effectlve Haml1tonlans have
been establlshed. The parameters of reduced effectlve
Hamiltonlan have been fitted to the experlmentalvalues of
spectroscopic

parameters

G v, B v, and

Dv

.

The problem of derlving an effectlve dlpole moment eXPanslon

for

lntensitles

Hamiltonlan

calculation

wavefunctions

from

reduced

has been also addressed.

effective
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AN EPFECTIVE HAMJLTONIAN FOR TBE METHANOL MOLECULE:
APPLICATION TO THE GROUND STATE
V.I.Starlkov

lnst1tute of AtmospherJc Opt1cs.
SJberJan Branch. RussJan Academy of Sciences.
A v. Akademicheskii 1. Tomsk. 634066. RussJa

In the present work the etfectlve
Hamlltonlan
æ(n) tor a group ot
vlbratlonaJ torslonaJ sublevels ot methanol l1ke molecule
Is obta1ned
uslng the perturbat10n treatment
ot the Hamlltoanlan ot a nonr1g1d
molecule. In the absence ot accldentaJ resonances the Hamlltonlan æ(n)
may be transtormed to the etfectlve rotatlonal Ham11tonlan æ(n(1) tor a
g1ven torslonaJ
sublevel.
Thls w111 be dlagonaJ ln the basls ot
torslonal waves tunct10ns and the emplrlcal power serles e:tpanslons tor
the energy levels. proposed by Hennlngsen (1) and
by
Plckett et.

al. (2). may be obtalned. The connectlon between the parameters a.

' S

and T ot thls expanslon and parameters ot the lnltlaJ Hamlltonlan ot
nonrlg1d molecule Is dlscussed. Some analytlcal tormulae whlch descrlbe
the dependence ot .. parameters on the rotatlonal quantum number K are
proposed and tested tor the ground state ot methanol.

1. J.O.Hennlngsen, J. Mol.Spectrosc. 86, 286-300 (1981)
2. H.M.Plckett.
E.A.Cohen. D.E.Brlnza, M.M.Schaeter.
89, 542-547 (1981)

J.Mol.Spectrosc
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LOCAL-MODE ROTATIONAL MODELS
Tuoma.4iI~ukka and Lauri Halonen
Department ofPhysical Chemistty. P.O. Box 13 (Meritullinkatu 1 C).
FIN-üOO14University ofHelsinki. Finland
1he rovibrational hamiltonians for the stretching ovel1Onesof symmetrical
hydrides have been investigated. A transformation is made from the normal cooIdinate
representation into intemal cooIdinates. By assuming a physical picture of 1itt1eor no
rotation-induced tumleling it is found that new parameters corresponding to
vibrationally diagonal and off-diagonal rovibrational terms in the local-mode
representation give a good description of the mode localization in these molecules.
Near the local mode 1imit,some of these parameters approach zero corresponding to
the local-mode relations derived earlier [1]. 1he correcûon terms necessary for the
simple model presented in [2] outside the local-mode 1imitare derived. It is shown that
the local-mode relations are obeyed by real molecules better and better as the
vibrational quantum number increases. 1he coefficients of the rovibraûonal H22
interaction terms are calculated for some molecules and a reasonable agreement with
observed effecûve constants is achieved. The abovementioned effect of approaching the
local-mode relations is observed.

[1] L. Halonen and A. G. Robiette. J.Chem.Phys. 84. 6861 (1986).
[2] K.K.Lehmann. J.Chem.Phys. 95. 2361 (1991).
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Rotational

structure of vibrational polyads in AB2 nonlinear
molecules. Qualitative aspects.
H. Delbarr~

B. Zhilinsm

Laboratoire de Phfllico-Chimie de l'Atmolphère,
Dunkerque, l'rance

UnitJerlité du Littoral,

Effective rotatiooal Hamiltooians for excited vibratiooal states of ooolioear AB2
molecules with C2tJpoiot symmetry group are studied through qualitative approach
based 00 the coostructioo of the correspoodiog classicalsymbol. Geoeric properties of
effective rotatiooal Hamiltooiaos for vibr~tiooal polyads formed by quasidegeoerate
stretchiog vibratioos are related to the topological properties of the four dimeosiooal
classical phase space (which is a direct product of two two-dimeosiooalspheres s2 x
52) aod to the group actioo of the iovariaoce symmetry group 00 the phase space.
Possible bifurcatioos of statiooary poiots for classical Hamiltooian and their maoifestatioo io the eoergy level patterns for quantum problem will be described. Can
quantum bifurcatioo be ioterpreted as due to ceotrifugal distortioo or Coriolis coupliog - this is a questioo.
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QUASIBOUND

LEVELS OF THE HD+ ION

Tadeusz Orlikowski
Institute of Physics, NicholasCopernicus University 87-100Torun, Poland
We investigated rotationally quasibound levels in the electronic ground state
of the H D+ molecule. The locations and widths of such continuum states are
directly related to the locations and widths of the corresponding orbiting resonances.
The rigorous quantum mechanica1 determination of resonances is based on
the examination of the energy dependence of Smith 's [1]collision lifetime matrix,
Q , which is related to the open channel scattering matrix S by the formula Q

= i1iS(dS+/ dE). The resonance positions are indicated by the positions of the

maxima of the positive eigenva1ues of Q , i.e., dqi/dE = 0 at the resonance,
where the proper eigenva1ues are denoted by qi. The corresponding level widths
are given by ri = 41i/qi(E,.e.). The required S matrices are defined by the
asymptotic behaviour of the solutions to the nonadiabatic equations for nuclear
motion.
For the considered heteronuclear system, H D+ ion, there is a strong coupling
between the 18C7gand 2pc1uelectronic states. Therefore, the tota1 wavefunction
has been written as a two term expansion. The necessary potentia1 curves and the
nonadiabatic coupling are available from the accurate ab initio ca1culations [2].
We have been able to identify all the 74 orbiting resonances which correspond to
the rotationally predissociated levels observed in the spectroscopic experiment
[3]. Since accurate energies of all but a few of these levels have been recently'
ca1culated by Moss [4] the present results are conceived as complementary ones.
The corresponding level widths have been computed together with transition
dipole moments for selected bound - quasibound transitions.

1. F.T.Smith, Phys.Rev.,118,349(1960).
2. L.Wolniewiczand J.D.Poll, Molec.Phys.,59, 953 (1986);L.Wolniewiczand
T.Orlikowski,Molec.Phys.,74, 103( 1991).
3. A.Carrington, I.R.McNab, C.A.Montgomerie,Chem.Phys.Lett., 149,
326 (1988); A.Carrington, Ch.A.Leach, A.J.Marr, R.E. Moss, Ch.H.Pyne,
M.R.Viant, Y.D.West, R.A.Kennedy and I.R. McNab, Chem.Phys., 166,
145 (1992).
4. R.E.Moss, Molec.Phys.,78,371 (1993).
68
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AN AB INITIO

CALCULATION
OF THE RENNER
IN CHt

EFFECT

w. P. Kraemer*, Per Jensent.t, Martin Brummt.t,
and P. R. Bunker'
Max Planck-Institut für Astrophysik, Karl-Schwarzschild-Strasse 1,
Postfach 1523, D-85740 Garching, Germany,
tPhysika1isch-Chemisches Institut, Justus-Liebig-Universitãt Giessen,
Heinrich-Buff-Ring 58, D-35392 Giessen, Germany,
tFB 9 - Theoretische Chemie, Bergische Universitãt - Gesamthochschule
Wuppertal, D-42097 Wuppertal, Germany,
'iSteacie Institute for Molecular Sciences, National Research Councilof
Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A OR6.
*

Wereport the results of an ab initio calculation of rovibronic energy levels
for the CHt molecular ion in the ground X 2A1 electronic state and in
fìrst excited Ã 2B1 state. At the linear configuration these electronic states
become degenerate (2II)j the X state is calculated to be bent at equilibrium with a barrier to linearity of 1089 cm-1, and the Ã state is calculated
to be linear at equilibrium. The potential energy surfaces were calculated
over a wide range of nuclear geometries using the multi-reference configura.tion interaction (MR-CI) level of theory with molecular orbital bases
tha.twere optimized separately for each state by complete-active-space SCF
(CASSCF) calculations. The MOLCAS-l program system was used. The
rovibronic energies were calculated variationally using the Morse Oscillator
Rigid Bender Internal Dynamics (MORBID) program modified to include
the effect of electronic angular momentum (the Renner effect). Results
for CDt and CHD+ will also be reported. We are present1y extending
the MORBID-based a.pproa.ch to include the effects of spin-orbit interaction, a.nd it is hoped tha.t we sha.ll be a.ble to report prelimina.ry results of
ca.lcula.tionswith the extended progra.m.
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PREDICTION OF CRITICAL PHENOMENA AND
CALCULATION OF ROTATIONAL SPECTRA
S.V.Petrov
Department 01 Chemi&t'1l, Moøcow State UnitJerøity.
Moøcow 119899, Rwøia

The qualitative properties of the classical trajectory family completely determine
the quantum rotationalspectrum of finit~particle system (molecules, atomic nuclei).
To investigate the qualitative properties (topological structure) of the family of classical trajectories we study a set of stationary points of rotational classical Hamiltonian
function depending on two phase variables. The rotational classical Hamiltonian is
represented as two-dimensional surface. The set of stationary points specifies the
topological structure of the set of classical trajectories. We use two types of phase
space. One of them is a two-dimensional sphere and the second type is an ordinary two-dimensional plane. We define an effective rotational classical Hamiltonian
direct1y from the exact classical ro-vibrational Hamiltonian, Ì.e. without previous
knowledge on the experimental ro-vibrational transitions, unlike the traditional approach. In this way the critical phenomena in ro-vibrational dynamics of symmetric
tri- and four- atomic molecules are revealed and the critical values of angular momentum J associated to these phenomena are calculated. In essence, what it has been
realized is rather successful attempt to formulate microscopic theory of qualitative
changes of rotational spectra.
REFERENCES
1 Petrov S.V. - Spectrosc.Let. 26,47 (1993).
2 Zhilinskii B.I. and Petrov S.V. - Russian J.Phys.Chem. 67, 175 (1993).
3 Petrov S.V. - Proc. SPIE 2205, 173 (1994).
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A NEW SEMIRIGID BENDER ANALYSIS OF THE
ROTATION-VIBRATION
ENERGY SPECTRUM OF THE
HCNO MOLECULE
Thorsten

Flöck* and Per Jensen*,t

· F8 9 - Theoretische Chemie, Bergische Universitãt - Gesamthochschule
Wuppertal, D-42097 Wuppertal, Germany,

t Physika1isch-Chemisches

Institut,

Justus-Liebig-

Universitãt Giessen,

Heinrich-Buff-Ring 58, D-35392 Giessen, Germany.
In recent years the HCNO molecule and its isotopically substituted forms
havebeen the subjects of extensive spectroscopic investigations. [G. Wagner,
B. P. Winnewisser, M. Winnewisser, and K. Sarka, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 162,
82-119 (1993) and references therein).
At the present time, a very large amount of experimental information
is avai1ablefor these molecules. We aim at developing a systematic description of the highly excited rotation-vibration states of HCNO based on the
semirigid bender (SRB) approach [P. R. Bunker, B. M. Landsberg, and B.
P. Winnewisser, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 67,374-385 (1977) (BLW)).
As a first step in this direction, we have repeated the SRB analysis
of BLW, using a new optimized SRB program written in C to fit the data
now available.
The bending-rotation energies manifold superimposed on the small
amplitude vibrational ground state has been fitted for H12C14N160and
D12C14N160.

Our ca1culations essentia11yconfirm the resu1ts of BLW, but our fits
are slightly better.
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A REFINED POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE FOR THE
ELECTRONIC GROUND STATE OF THE WATER MOLECULE
P.Jensen. S.A.Tashkun and VI.G.Tvuterev.
Justus-Liebig-Universitat
Giessen, B.R.D.;
Bergische Universitat-Gesamthochschule
Wuppertal,B.R.D.;
Institut for Atmospheric
qptics SO RAN,Tomsk Russia;

The new optimized set of the parameters in an
analytical representation of the POtential energy
function for the electronic ground state of the
water molecule on the basis of experimental data.
The calculations are carried out with the
Bamiltonian written in the MORBID fo~ [1] and
represent an improvement of the POtential energy
parameters dete~ned
previously[l]. The
characteristics of the fitting are the following:
10 isotopemers
120 vibrational states
2383 rotation-vibration energies or transitions
o < Evib < 18 392 cm-1

Weighted st.Dev. of fit

=

Number of fitted parameter

= 28

0.24 cm-1

In the new fitting we have obtained
Equilibrium

bond lengths:

r

=

0.9578478(16)

A

Equilibrium bond angle:
a = 104.54236(46)0
We consider this to be the most accurate
equilibrium geometry currently available for water.
1. P.Jensen
*presently

J.Mol.Spectrosc.

with LPMA,Universite

133,438(1989)
Paris

VI, France
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USINGOF PADE-FORMSWITB RKR-METHOD FORADJUSTING
ANHARMONICCOEFFICIENTS OF DIATOMIC MOLECULES
V.F.Golovko,S.N.Mikbaßeako, aad VI.G.Tyuterev
Institute of Atmospheric Optics, SB Russian Academy of Sciences,
Tomsk 634055, Russia
A combination of the Pade-technique, with the RKR-method (Ref.l) is
used for describing the inftared transitions and energy levels of diatomic
molecules. The fitting to the highly-excited energy levels (or transitions) is
performed using two versions of the perturbation theory, which lead to
differentrepresentations of the Pade-approximants for energy terms.
The inner wall of the potential curve is extrapolated ftom the force field
adjusted in the fitting of low energy levels, and a part of the potential curve
closeto the dissociation limit is recovered by application of the RKR-method.
The latter uses the extrapolated values of the vibrational energy levels. The
similar ca1culations have been made through the adjusted spectroscopic
parametersobtained by a phenomenologica1Pade-approach.
Ab initio energies of the H2 molecule (Ref. 2) have been exploited to
test the Pade-models. A good agreement of the derived potential energy
function with the lIexperimental"RKR-curve is found. The potential energy
functionsof some halogen hydrides are ca1culated.
Refereaces
1.V.F.Golovko, S.N.Mikhailenko, and VI.G.Tyuterev, Application ofthe
Pade-forms for fitting and ca1culatingof high-Iayingrotation-vibration
energy levels in diatomic molecules, 11th Symposiumand School on HighResolution Molecular Spectroscopy, SPIE Vol. 2205, pp.192-198, 1993.
2. R.1.LeRoy and C.Schwartz, Eigenvalues and Matrix Elements for AIl
Isotopic Forms ofDiatomic Hydrogen. Report, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada,
UniversityofWaterloo, 1987. 152 p.
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Ground State Energy Levels of Propyne:
Standard Approach and Pade ApprOXlmant
s. Urban1), P. Pracna1), and G. Graner2)
1) J. Heyrovský lnstitute 0/ Physical Chemistry,
18! !9 Prague 8, Czech Republic
2) Laboratoire de Physique Moléculaire et Applications, C.N.R.S.,
Université Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France

Millimeter-wave and submillimeter-wave transition frequencies together with
'forbidden' ground state combination differences, providing important data on
energy spacings between the levels with different quantum numbers K, have been
simultaneously analysed to obtain precise ground state energy levels and molecular parameters. The reliable ground state information is desirable for detail anaIyses of high resolution spectra of strongly perturbed excited vibrational states.
Propyne is a symmetric-top molecule with a strongly prolate structure with
the axial rotational constant A being significantly larger than B. This leads to
slower convergence of the Hamiltonian in terms containing the l: operator which
requires inclusion of additional higher-order terms in order to obtain an appropriate fit. The additional parameters are correlated with parameters of the lower
order terms and not well determined.
In the analysis of the propyne ground state levels, we have used two representations of the Watson Hamiltonian: i) the standard polynomial form and ii)
the Pade representation.
The differences in determination of individual parameters, their correlations, and the extrapolation properties of both Hamiltonian
representations are discussed.
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Ana1ysis of Rovibrationa1 Energy Levels of
Propyne Between 930 and 1200 cm-1
P.Pracna* and G.Graner

Labomtoire de Physique Moléculaire et App(ications,

C.N.R.S.,Université

Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France

A global analysis of the system of six vibrationallevels in the 10 J1.menergy
region has been performed. Besides the two fundamental levels Vs = 1 (nondegenerate C-C valence vibration) and Vs = 1 (degenerate CH3 rocking vibration)
which were analyzed previously [1,2J there are the Vl0 = 1 (110= ~1 and ~3)
1 (/9 =
(overtone of the degenerate C-CEC bending vibration) anù V9 = Vl0
110
~1 and 19 -/10
~1) (combination of the former with the degenerate
CEC-H bending vibration) levels in this region for which only a partial analysis
exists so far [3J.

=

=

=

=

The global fit of this system with strong local resonances requires besides
the Fermi interactions the inclusion of I-type, Coriolis, and K-type interactions
in order to obtain quntitative fits. The problems of correlations of Hamiltonian
parameters and the strategy of fitting are discussed.
[IJ Adlouni et al., Int.J.Infrared Millimeter Waves, 8, 1083-1096 (1987).
[2JAdlouni et al., Int.J.Infrared Millimeter Waves, 7, 405-419 (1986).
[3JGraner et al., J.Mol.Spectrosc. 161,80-101 (1993).
* Permanent address: J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical Chemistry, 18223 Prague 8,
Czech Republic
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ANALYSISOF EXPERIMENTALANDTHEORETICAL HIGH
RESOLUTONINFRAREDATMOSPHERIC SPECTRA.
B.A. Fomin. A.N. Trotsenko. S.V. Romsnov. Y.V. Gershsnov.
Russian Research Centre "Kurchatov Institute",123182 Moscow, Kurchatov Sq.1.
Investigations of the atmosphere by inftared instruments and studies of the
radiative forcing for climate problems are in need of more and more accurate
radianceltransmittance line-by-line calculations which use the molecular spectroscopy
databases (mainly IßTRAN or GEISA), different interpretations of continua, etc. The
potential accuracy of these ca1culations is not wel1-known and is limited because of
the uncertainty ofthe spectroscopy information application. We have compared clearsky spectra of the downwel1ing radiance at the surface observed during the Spectral
Radiation Experiment (SPECTRE) (see El1ingson et a/. 1993) with the LBL
calculations using the IßTRAN database. The results of the comparisons will be
discussed in the report.

Reference
El1ingson, R.G., et al., The Spectral Radiation Experiment (SPECTRE): Clear-sky
observations and their use in ICRCCM and ITRA. IRS'92: Current Problems in
Atmospheric Radiation, S. Keevallik and O. Karner, eds., A. DEEPAK Publishing,
Hampton, VA USA, p.451-453, 1993.
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CONPIGtJRATIOHAL
DBGBNBRATIOH
IH 'rIIB VIBRATIOHROTATIOHALSPBCTRUH
OP A HONRIGIDMOLBCULB1
A.V.B1JRBHm
Institute of Applied Physics,

Russian Academy of Sciences,
46 Uljanov Street, 603600 Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
When analysing the symmetry properties
of the internal motion of a nonrigid molecule, of special importance is the number of its energetically
equivalent equilibrium configurations
separated by a nonzero potehtial
barrier.
We call these configurations
independent and di vide the transi tions between them
into two types (1): i) the interchange transitions.
The symmetry transformations
are purely nuclear ones;
ii) noninterchange
transitions.
The symmetry transformations are the electron-nuclear
ones.
The presence of the degeneration
in the energy
spectrum leads to the occurrence of the spin responsible for the treatment of this degeneration.
Proceeding from the general statement the notion of the
configurational
spin is introduced and the algebraic
and symmetry properties
of this spin are considered
using as an examples: i) NH3 molecule with two independent configurations
related by the inversion motion (noninterchange
transitions);
ii) CHOH
molecule
3
with three independent configurations
related by the
internal
rotation
(interch~e
transitions).
The use
of the configurational
spin ln the frames of the approach to the analysis of the symmetry properties
of
the intramolecular
motion based on the concept of the
chain of symmetry groups (1), enables one to easily
obtain the complete structure
for the effective
operator of any physical value which characterizes
a molecule with account for nonrigid motion. As a result,
a very simple expressions in the form of the Taylor
series in dynamic variables has been obtained for the
effective
Hamiltonians of these nonrigid molecules.
Referens:
1. A.V.Burenin,

Usp.Fiz.Nauk,

163, N3, 87-96 (1993).

1 This
work was partially
supported
dation of fundamental
investigations,
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by Russian Foun93-02-3642.
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VIBRATIONALSPIN AND TBB TRBATMBNTOF A FAMILY
OF COUPLBD QUASI-DBGBNBRATBVIBRATIONAL STATBS
OF A RIGID MOLBCULBS1
A.V.BURBNJ:N

Instituteof AppliedPhysics,
Russian Academy of Science,
46 Uljanov Street,
603600 Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
It is suggested to treat a family of coupled quasi-degenerate
vibrational
states of a rigid molecule
by using the vibrational
spin operator
(1,2) which
enables one to completely characterize
this family.
In the frames of this approach the quasi-degeneration may be due to the existence of a wider symmetry
group than a point group of the molecule for the
main contribution
to the considered
intramolecular
motion. The main practical
advantage of introducing
the notion of the vibrational
spin is the possibility to use it for constructing
a closed treatment of
considered family of coupled quasi-degenerate
vibrational
states.
This enables one to readily
write
down a complete expression for effective
operator of
any physical value. As a specific application
a complete expression
for the effecti ve Hamiltonian in
the form of the Taylor series in dynamic variables
has "been obtained to treat a dyad of coupled vibrational
states
of the types A1 and E of a molecule
with a point symmetry group C3v .
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Due to a.light OH framework, methanol ha.s long been considered a.s
a. d.ifficult problem in globa1 modeling. Severa1 a.ttempts ha.ve been ma.de
to fit existing microwa.ve da.ta. to either an interna1 a.xis method (IAM)
Ha.miltonian by nonperturba.ti~e dia.gona.liza.tionor an effective Ha.miltonian consisting of va.rious J2m J~ and p9 products. In these studies, an a.vera.ge root-mean-squa.re (RMS) devia.tion of a.bout 1.2 MHz wa.sobta.ined,
an order of some 10 or 20 times worse than mea.surement a.ccura.cy. This
ca.sts some doubt on whether methanol tra.nsitions will ever be fit to their
experimenta1 a.ccura.cy.
Recently, a. Ta.ylor series expansion of J(J + 1) forma.lism ha.s been
a.pplied to methanol by G. Moruzzi1 ma.inly to fit the fa.r-infra.red (FIR)
Fourier-transform spectrum. A very sophistica.ted a.ssignment progra.m ha.s
been developed which permits a.ll observed transitions to be fit simultaneously, mea.ning a. strigent combina.tion loop checking a.pplied interna.lly.
About 36,000 transitons ha.ve been a.ssigned so fa.r with torsiona1 quantum

number v,

= 0 (below

the ba.rrier)

, 1 (stra.ddling the ba.rrier) and 2, 3, 4

(a.bove the ba.rrier).
We ha.ve ca.rried out globa1 fits ofthe methanol da.ta.set to an extended
interna1-rota.tion potentia1 function2 with the hope of testing the e.'åsting
model, a.s well a.s eva.lua.ting the methanol da.ta. set. Initia.l results a.re

encourging. About 6500FIR da.ta.of v, = 0, 1 and J::::; 20 were globa.lly
fit to an RMS of 0.0003 cm-1 by using 45 constants. Attempts to inelude
microwave da.ta.into our v, 0 da.ta. set a.re in progress. At the present
time, a.fit of 100 kHz RMS for -560 microwave transitions and 0.0002 cm-1

=

RMS for -2000 FIR transitions ha.s been achieved by using 38 constants.
No trials have been ma.de to fit tra.nsitions significantly above the torsiona.l
potentia1 ba.rrier.

1 G. Moruzzi, F. Strumia, J.C.S. Moraes, R.M. Lees, 1. Mukhopa.dhyay,
J.W.C. Johns, B.P. Winnewisserand M. Winnewisser,153,511 (1992).
2 1. Kleiner, J.T. Hougen, R.D. Suenra.m,F.J. Lova.sand M. Godefroid,
153, 578 (1992).
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Explicit1y correlated Gaussian functions have been used to compute variationally the
80m-Oppenheimer potential energy curve for the ground 2E~ state of H4 in the wide
range of the intemuclear distance. The wavefunction used is the linear expansion (see [1])
K

~

=L
;=1

Cjtpj,

where

Ô,.. is the antisymmetrization
and (aß

- ßa) a denotes

operator, î stands for the inversion in the molecular center.

the three-electron doublet spin function. Each term 4>jcontains

7 nonlinear parameters: three a's, three vectors Ai/. (due to the E+ symmetry there
is always only one non-zero component), and one ß. Various expansion lengths ranging

from K

= 10 to K = 320 have been tested.

The largest function involves as many as 2240

nonlinear parameters, all being optimized using the carefully tuned Powell's method and
updating algorithms for solving secular equations. The obtained energy values are much
lower (140 cm-1 at equilibrium) than the best previously reported [2] and are expected
to lie no more than 13 cm-1 above the 8-0 limit. The strict lower bound for the binding
energy De amounts to 2.4;30 eV and the true value (within the 8-0 approximation) is

estimated to be 2.4742 :f:0.0004 eV. The standard Numerov-Cooleymethod has been
used to solve the nuclear motion equation. The obtained vibrational-rotational

transition

energies for 3He4He+ reproduce the experimental data [3] with the average error 0.02
cm-1 without any adjustments of the potential curve.

[1] W. Cencelt and J. Rychlewski. J. Chem. Phys. 98, 1252 (1993).
[2] C. W. Bauschlicher Jr., H. Partridge, and D. Ceperley, Chem. Phys. Leu. 160, 183 (1989).
[3] N. Yu and W. H. Wing, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 2055 (1987).
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Explicitly correlated Gaussian-type wave functions are applied .in calculations on 4-electron systems. Variational upper bound of total energy of helium
dimer at equilibrium distance, R=5.6 bohr, in Bom-Oppenheimer approximation
is computed with high accuracy (-1 cm-1 of error). For the first time variational computations on 4-electron system at this level of accuracy are presented.
Similar calculations have been performed on lithium hydride molecule and
beryllium atom.
The four-electron wave function is constructed as a symmetrized linear combination of Gaussian polymals of the form

exp [-al r~A- a2r~B- a3rk - a4r~D]. exp [Q]

. 9(1,2,3.4)

.

where

9(1,2.3,4)

= [a(1)ß(2)

- ß(1)a(2)]

[a(3)ß(4)

- ß(3)a(4)].

Three cases of the wave function are considered and tested with respect to the
energy convergence.
Case 1 one electron pair is explicit1y correlated
Q = -as r~i
Case n intra orbital correlation, two pairs correlated
"'"
2
2
~ = -aS r12- a6r34

Case m full correlation.all electronpairs correlated
""'_

2
2
2
2
2
2
~ - -aS r12
- a6r13a7r14a8r23
- ag r24al0 r34

Depending on the case considered each basis function has 9. 10 or 14 non-linear
parameters which are determined variationally. In t9tal, the wave function con:'
tains thousands of variational parameters computed in an extensive optimization
process. An eft"ectiveoptimization algorithm is also presented.
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The hydrazine molecule, N:H4' presents a very demanding task for molecular
spectroscopy. It is very light, thus problems of convergance of effective rotational hamiltonians
may appear. Moreover, it is a nonrigid molecule having three large amplitude vibrations: two
inversions and torsion. The three-dimensional potential surface of these motions has eight non.
superimposable minima separated by medium size barriers. The tunnelings between minima
create splittings in the rovibrational spectrum of hydrazine which can be treated as additional
adjustable parameters.
The group-theoretical

formalism for inversion-torsion-rotation

problem in hydrazine

was presented by Hougen (J.MoLSpectrosc. 89, 296-327 (1981)) and successfully applied by
Tsunekawa et al. (J.Mo/.Speclrosc.

95, 133-152 (1982)) to the gIobal analysis of the

microwave spectrum of hydrazine in the ground vibrational state. The data were dominated by
K

= 1 -0

Q branches.

In the present study the rotational spectrum of hydrazine has been recorded in the 345

to 410 GHz region. 283 new rotational transitionsin the ground vibrationalstate have been
measured. This region covers the. rotational Q-branches for K

=2

-

1 transitions

for aII

symmetry species ofhydrazine.
An attempt was made to tit new transitions together with those known earlier using the
group-theoretical effective hamiltonian. The model c1early fails. The standard deviation of the

-

overall tit is 2.4 MHZ.On the other hand the tit in which K = 1 0 microwave Q branches
were excluded gives the standard deviation of 0.50 MHz. At present the problems may be
attributed to:
(i) a failure of the group-theoretical hamiltonian for the extensive set of data,
(ii) misassignment ofthe experimental data.
Both possibilities will be discussed.
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A numericaJ constn1ction of the ro-vibrationa1 (RV) Hamiltoni8O for 80 arbitrary
molecule exhibiting large-amplitude motions (LAMs) is developed. The method of rotating
molecular axes is used to remove locaJlythe main part of the Coriolis coupling of the LAMs
with the rotation of a molecule. The Self-Consistent Field approach is employed to solve the
vibrationa1part ofthe problem.
The presented method is applied to van der Waa1scomplexes composed of an aromatlc
molecule and a rare gas atom. From the known rotationa1 spectra of such complexes the
potentia1energy surfaces are determmed and the &equencies ofthree van der Waals LAMs are
predicted.

